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practice

Vitor Hugo Aguiar comes from Porto, Portugal, and has been work-

ing for the ad industry for over 10 years, developing concepts and visual ide-

as for film, 3D animation and motion graphics. During his time in Ger-

many, he has worked for internationally renowned post houses on many 

award winning campaigns and commercials. For the last four years he has 

been nhb´s lead creative, heading the art department in Hamburg and 

cooperating with Berlin and Düsseldorf. His focus is on creative consul- 

ting, research and development, styleframing, art direction and animation di-

rection.
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Within the last decade he has had the privilege and the challenge to work with 

many famous brands or social projects. In 2011 he did creative and animation 

direction for the popular Hamburg Film Festival´s new intro and for the multi 

award-winning “Germany finds you,” a visually demanding case film for the 

missing children initiative. 2012 and 2013 witnessed his art direction of five 

Mercedes-Benz A-Class campaign commercials, as well as seven popular 

Tom Tailor films and a number of other high end projects.
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Heartfelt experience and vigorous collecting and organizing of both his in-

spiration and resource data enable Vitor to effectively apply his vision and 

creative input on projects in an outstanding way. Devoted to the pitch and 

usually dealing with tight deadlines to perform, he has created effective work 

solutions or creative content pools that optimize answers and minimize difi-

culties.

Vitor develops visual solutions and counter proposals for each project through 

comprehensive, thoroughly illustrated presentations. Each task implies a case 

study of each product, its users, related content or previously developed market 

campaigns. With his extensive experience in art and comunication, Vitor is known to 

be a pragmatic, dedicated pursuer of outstanding visual or conceptual solutions. 

CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT

designthinking
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#03  CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT   RESEARCH / MOODBOARD / INTERPRETATION 04



STYLEFRAME
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#06
depicted in a reduced number of key visual moments.These depictions, the 
styleframes, guide the film´s production. The clearer the styleframe, the easier 
it is to transport an idea.

The core of Vitors strenghts is his ability to envision any suggested idea and to 
produce it visually strong and aesthetically coherent. Most projects have rath-
er intense preproduction, concept development stages in which each script is
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#06  STYLEFRAME / DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION
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#06  STYLEFRAME / DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION
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mattepainting
In order to make the visual solution work, it is essential to commit to the de-
tails. In understanding cinematography, perspective, geometry, photography 
and light one can achieve a seamless coherent new visual world.

The digital composition of a seamless visual setting (a landscape backdrop, 
a skyline or a planet in outer space) by a given number of assets is called 
matte painting. It’s one of the most practical and fascinating arts in visual 
comunication.
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09#04  MATTE PAINTING / DIGITAL ART   
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#04  MATTE PAINTING / DIGITAL ART   



TITLE DESIGN
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In order to make the visual solution work, it is essential to commit to the details. 

In understanding cinematography, perspective, geometry, photography and 

light one can achieve a seamless coherent new visual world.

The digital composition of a seamless visual setting (a landscape backdrop, a 

skyline or a planet in outer space) by a given number of assets is called matte 

painting. It’s one of the most practical and fascinating arts in visual comunication.
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#04  TITLE DESIGN / DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION
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#05   TITLE DESIGN / DIGITAL ILLUSTRATION



UI/hud data
sorts of informative motion graphics are in high demand in this tech savvy fast 
paced world. We are always ready to push these visual comunication bounda-
ries and put them into comprehensive aesthetically pleasing graphics.

Data visualization and information related graphics must follow a specific devel-
opment process. A perceptive diagram or schematic can be crucial to bringing 
across the idea. User interfaces, head up displays, technical breakdowns and all
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#07  DATA  DESIGN UI / HUD / INFOGRAPHICS 15
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#07  DATA  DESIGN UI / HUD / INFOGRAPHICS



DEUTSCHLAND FINDET EUCH
INITIATIVE VERMISSTE KINDER

ANIMATION  DIRECTION

mercedes-benz
a-class relaunch

ART  DIRECTION

INLINGUA
BARRIERS

ART  DIRECTION

dIRECTION
Working closely together with nhb´s 3d department, Vitor takes part in cre-
ative decisions and production oriented tasks. He guides look decisions as 
well as the general motion and cinematography of each shot, always con-
sidering the interaction of the creative process and the production pipeline. 
This understanding often results in time and cost effective decisions.
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FILMFEST HAMBURG
2011 INTRO

ANIMATION  DIRECTION



TOM TAILOR
MACH DICH NEU

ART  DIRECTION

NETMAN
TURBO BOOST

ANIMATION  DIRECTION
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PARK U
CROWDSOURCE PARKING

ANIMATION  DIRECTION

MORDKOMISSION BERLIN 1
FILM TITLES

ANIMATION  DIRECTION



THANK YOU 
for your attention. We hope you have enjoyed this document and find our ideas 
and images to be an inspiring showcase of skill and dedication.

We take on every challenge from a new perspective and always with great 
excitement and enthusiasm. Happy to work with you soon.

Vitor Aguiar  - Art Director / Animation Director


